
 
 
 

PREVIOUS LIFE  
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What was my past life relationship 
Reading 
 

£35.99  
 

 

This style of reading has been created to give you an insight into 
a previous life, relationship you might have had.  Why this type 
of reading? Because it has the potential to identify what type of 
people you are constantly attracted to and why perhaps you are 
single or why the relationship is as it is.   
 
It’s an informational reading that brings out many insights that 
could mirror some aspects of your previous relationships that 
will make sense why they didn’t work and how to make the 
current one stand the distance. 



 
I would recommend this reading if nothing else but to give you 
an insight into previous life relationships you may have had in 
another lifetime.  A past-life relationship reading has many 
benefits and one being helping you to unlock and unblock 
subconscious behaviours that just by reading about your previous 
life relationships readings it brings about positivity in your 
psyche that attracts a better relationships status. 
 
The reading length is usually about two full pages or more and 
after I have conducted your reading I’ll forward it to you via 
email immediately for you to read wherever you are in the world. 
 

 
I also do readings on  
“WILL I GET BACK WITH MY EX”  
“DATING RELATIONSHIP – JUST STARTED DATING” 
“CURRENT RELATIONSHIP READINGS – WHERE’S IT GOING” 
“FUTURE LOVE READINGS – FOR SINGLETONS” 
 
So please purchase these if any suit your current relationship 
status and as with all my readings, I provide them to you for 
FREE, but accept your donation set payment for the time I use and 
should you ever wish to donate more based upon how happy you 
feel after receiving my free reading this will always be 
appreciative (simply send the good-will donation to my PayPal 
account)  Spiritualstars@gmail.com 
 

God Bless and I’m waiting to read for you now. 
Anne-Marie x 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buy Your  

Reading Here 

file://///pdc2cif002.onelondon.tfl.local/vdm1_data3$/AnnemarieBond/Desktop/Annes/WILL%20MY%20EX%20RETURN%20RELATIONSHIP.pdf
file://///pdc2cif002.onelondon.tfl.local/vdm1_data3$/AnnemarieBond/Desktop/Annes/DATING%20RELATIONSHIP.pdf
file://///pdc2cif002.onelondon.tfl.local/vdm1_data3$/AnnemarieBond/Desktop/Annes/CURRENT%20RELATIONSHIP%20READING%20-%20psychicartspiritportraits.pdf
file://///pdc2cif002.onelondon.tfl.local/vdm1_data3$/AnnemarieBond/Desktop/Annes/SINGLE%20PEOPLE%20-%20psychicartspiritportraits.pdf
mailto:Spiritualstars@gmail.com


Disclaimer: 

 
Whilst I always endeavour to provide a fantastic reading, I cannot be held accountable 
for any outcome that does not manifest.  You ought to view the readings as 
entertainment and mostly as an experiment but mainly because you have the free-will 
to make decisions as you see fit and if, I’ve indicated a possibility which actually 
manifests in your life you have the right to decide whether or not you wish to pursue 
that direction of love  Either way you always have the upper hand to manoeuvre your 
way through life as you see fit and with may you find the reading pleasing, uplifting 
and accurate in many ways. You must be aged 18 to accept my free reading and please 
note due to payment for my time only, no refunds are offered.  With love Anne-Marie x  
 

“Thank You Anne-Marie   
A very, very insightful reading” 


